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Abstract- The preliminary results shows that bio metric arrangement, including iris and users
attributes, produced by different understanding methods can be balanced through the basic rays in
their convex polyhedral cones and that templates protected by a method continued from Irisarrangement can be collapsed into.These experimental results indicate that, without a thorough
security study, convex polyhedral cone arrangement cannot be simulated secure. In this paper, the
presence of a contact lens, particularly a face cosmetic lens, poses a challenge to iris understanding
as it obfuscates the common iris models.Many types and colors of lenses are accessible from a
number of disparate manufacturers. To consider the effect of these frameworks on iris understanding.
The proposed approach outperforms other lens detection algorithms on the improved iris
understanding performance.Detection of the presence of a contact lens is the first step to improving
the use of iris understanding for contact lens wearers.The extraordinary market success of Iristemplates relies thickly on its computational advantages, including consumption speed for largescale identification and automatic brink improvement based on image quality different methods
modified from Iris-arrangement were proposed for iris and user attributes based understanding.
Keywords:Biometrics,Iris Recognition,Statistical dependence,Daugman Algorithm,Template
Protection.
I.
INTRODUCTION
A method for applying arrangement recognition techniques to recognize the identity of a person
based on their iris is expected. Also discussed is a convert of the iris image from two to one
dimensional space and overcoming limited data with the bearing of fabricated images.A recent stress
on security has resulted in increased research attention being allow to the field of individual
description based on “biometrics”.
A biometric feature is an inherent physical or behavioral trait that is unique among
individuals. In addition to these, the human iris can also be considered a accurate biometric feature
for personal identification. The iris is the colored ring on the human eye between the pupil and the
white sclera. All human iris has a unique “Iris Code” of subtle features that varies greatly from
person to person. Iris features remain constant over an individual's lifetime and are not subject to
changes produced by the effects of developing as other biometric features may be. For these reasons,
the human iris is an ideal feature for highly accurate and active identification systems. The
uniqueness of iris texture lies in the fact that the processes generating those faces are completely
chaotic but stable. Hence in order to use the iris as a biometric, the feature extraction should be able
to capture and encode this randomness present in the iris texture.
Based on an extensive literature survey, we classify iris understanding systems into three categories
depending on the method by which the features from the face are extracted for matching purposes.
These three categories are (a) appearance based, (b) texture based and, (c) feature based extraction.
II.
RELATED WORK
To maintain the identification speed of the original approach, stronger template protection
methods are greatly needed. When researchers design these methods, the statistical results presented
in this study must be taken into account. In addition to template protection methods, other security
measures, e.g., database security and hardware measures, should be used simultaneously. Although
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this study concentrates on the use of statistical information in security analysis, this information
should be further exploited to enhance the performance of IrisCode.
III.
EXISTING SYSTEM
The Biometric Features is mostly used to identify the individuals Face,Fingerprint,Handprint,Voice
and etc.If one tries to describe the people image using face,it will take some serious and tedious
parts.Such as the skin may get decrease as time goes,so the unique description gets changed and may
show some false-positive results.One can take different parts of a face .If we consider the
Handprint,it will also be unique for each and every persion but even that gets comparable between
people.Mostly the Handprint is also unable to belive it to be true or fake.And finally voice
acceptance is also said to be one of the Biometric aspect to note the persion,but still it also Creates
the bottle neck problems and couldn’t be able to sure.Iris Code Generation technique also has a Error
False report.
IV.
PROPOSED_SYSTEM
Fourier transform to catch periodic fake iris arrangement that were prevalent in textured lenses
manufactured at that time. IRIS is one of the most gifted biometric methods, and is in regular use in
large-scale applications such as UAE port of entry and India’s UIDAI (Aadhar) projects.Average
filters, which influence the distributions of the bits to identify the Hamming distance of
aspect.Exhausting of contact lenses, both soft contacts and textured “cosmetic" soft contacts, debase
the accuracy of iris understanding.Our post-processing techniques are Normalization, Segmentation
using phase-based, texture analysis methods.
Architecture:
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V.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have analysed a method of creating iris textures for a given person embedded in
their natural iris character (or someone else’s if appetite) using just the iris code of the person. If
these textures are used in an iris acceptance system, they will give a response similar to the original
iris texture. There are some papers that discuss the invention of artificial iris textures using cues from
anatomy, or by modelling iris characters using various mathematical models from a pure amalgam
point of view. To the best of our knowledge, no work currently exists that starts creating the iris from
the iris code which is generally considered to be unidentifiable data. In our work, we create the iris
surface starting from just the iris bit code of the individual and we embed the necessary texture to
create a iris code. Our results show natural looking iris images that give a similar recognition
(verification) performance as certain iris of the same person. As mentioned in the offset of this
section, the advantage of this is that we can now create backup iris textures that will give a very
similar iris code when compared to the original iris. As future work, we will explore counter
measures for detecting such attempts.
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